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The Golden Age of Theoretical Ecology:1923-1940
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2. $N$ $\epsilon$
\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}N $\beta N$ $(\alpha_{\text{ }}\beta$
$\alpha+\beta=1$ )
$\text{ }$ 2








3. (1) $Ver\cdot hulst$ -Pearl 1
(1) $t$
$N= \frac{-\vee CN_{0}e^{-\overline{c}t},}{-\epsilon+N_{0}\lambda(e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t}-1)}=\frac{\epsilon N_{0}}{(\epsilon-N_{0}\lambda)e^{\epsilon t}+N_{0}\lambda}=N_{0}\frac{1}{(1-h)e^{\epsilon t}+h}$ (2)
$N_{0}$ $t=0$ $N$ $h=-N_{\Delta,\mathrm{f}},\underline{\lambda}$
4, (2) 3
(1) $h=1$ , $\xi j-N_{0}\lambda=0$
(2) $h<1$ , $\in-N0^{\lambda}>0$
(3) $h>1$ , $\epsilon-N0^{\lambda}<0$
(1) $N$ $N_{0}= \frac{\epsilon}{\lambda}$ (2) $tarrow\infty$
$\infty$ $N$ zero (3)
$t= \frac{1}{\epsilon}\ln\frac{N_{0}\lambda}{N_{0}\lambda-\epsilon}$
$N=\infty$








2 $\text{ }3$ $\epsilon+\lambda N$ Pearl $\mu N$
( $\mu$ ) (1) $-\epsilon+(\lambda-\mu’)N$










$e^{t}=( \frac{N}{N_{0}}\frac{a+bN_{0}}{a+bN})^{1/a},$ $N= \frac{N_{0}a}{(a+bN_{0})e^{-at}-N_{0}b}$
(1) Pearl




7. $5_{\text{ }}$ $6$ Pearl

















$a$ $c$ $b>0$ ($b<0$
)
$c-bN+aN^{2}=0$ (5)












$N_{0}$ $\alpha,$ $\beta,\mathrm{z}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}$ (6) $t$
$\frac{d^{2}N}{dt^{2}}=-aX\frac{dN}{dt}(X=3N^{2}-2(\alpha+\beta)N+\alpha\beta)$
$X_{N_{-}^{-}\alpha}.=\alpha(\alpha-\beta)>0$ , $X_{N=\beta}=\beta(\beta-\alpha)<0$ , $X_{N_{-}},$ $=\alpha\beta>0$




9. $=-a(N-\alpha)(N-\beta)N$ , $\frac{d^{\mathrm{o}}\sim N}{dt^{\underline{\eta}}}=-3a(N-\gamma)(N-\delta)\frac{dN}{dt}$ )$\vee\mathrm{a}$
1, $N_{0}>\alpha$ $\frac{dN}{dt}<0,\cdot\frac{d^{2}N}{d\ell^{\underline{\nabla}}}>0$, $N$ $\alpha$ $N(t)$
$\text{ _{ }}N----\alpha$ $($ $\mathrm{A})_{0}$
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}$ . $N_{0}>\alpha$ $\frac{dN}{d_{J}t}<0,$ $\frac{d^{9}\sim N}{dt^{2}}>0$ , $N$ $\alpha$ $N(t)$
$N=\alpha$ $($ $\mathrm{B})_{\text{ }}$
III. $\gamma>N_{0}>\beta$ $\frac{dN}{dt}<0$ , $N$ $\alpha$ $N(t)$
$N=0$ $N_{0}<N<\gamma$ $\frac{d^{9}arrow N}{dt^{2}}>0$ $N(t)$ $N=\gamma$
$\gamma<N<\alpha$ $\frac{d^{2}N}{dt^{9}\sim}<0$ $N(t)$ V$ERHULST-PEARL$
$($ $\mathrm{c}_{j})_{\text{ }}$
$\mathrm{I}\mathrm{V}$ . $\gamma>N0>\beta$ $\frac{dN}{dt}>0$ , $N$ 0 $N(t)$













10. $N=\alpha,$ $N=\beta$ $\frac{dN}{dt},$ $=0$ $N=$
$N=\alpha$ $\alpha$ $\alpha$
$N=\beta$ $\beta$ $\alpha_{\text{ }}$ 0








$e^{-at}=e^{\frac{N-N\mathrm{n}}{\alpha(\alpha-N)(\alpha-N_{0})}}( \frac{l\backslash ^{\tau}}{\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{0}}\frac{\alpha-N_{0}}{\alpha-N})\alpha T^{1}$
(7) $t$
$\frac{cPN}{dt^{2}}=-a(N-\alpha)(3N-\alpha)\frac{dN}{dt}$
I. $N_{0}>\alpha$ $\frac{dN}{dt}<0,$ $\frac{d^{\underline{\circ}}N}{dt^{2}}>0$ , $N$ $\alpha$ $N(t)$
$N=\alpha$ $($ $\mathrm{F})_{\text{ }}$
IF $. \alpha>N_{0}>\frac{\alpha}{3}$ $\frac{dN}{dt}<0$ , $N$ 0 $N(t)$ $N=0$
$\frac{\alpha}{3}<N<\alpha$
$\frac{d^{\underline{7}}N}{dt^{2}}<0$ $N(t)$ $N= \frac{\alpha}{3}$
$0<N< \frac{\alpha}{3}$
$\frac{d^{\underline{9}}N}{dt^{\underline{\mathrm{Q}}}}>0$ $N(t)$ $N=0$ $($ $\mathrm{G})_{0}$
$\Pi \mathrm{I}.\frac{\alpha}{3}>N_{0}>0$ $\frac{dN}{dt}<0,$





( $\frac{1}{c}.\frac{1}{N}-\frac{1}{2c}$ $\frac{1}{N-\frac{b-\sqrt{b^{\underline{9}}-4a\mathrm{c}}}{2a}}$) $) \frac{dN}{dt}+\frac{b}{2cmb^{\underline{\circ}}-4a\mathrm{c}}(\frac{1}{N-\frac{b+\sqrt{b^{\underline{9}}-4ac}}{\underline{\iota 7}a}}-\frac{1}{N-\frac{b-\sqrt{b^{\underline{7}}-4a\mathrm{c}}}{2a}}.\cdot)\frac{dN}{dt}=-a$
$t$
$\ln(\frac{N^{2}}{(N^{2}-\frac{b}{a}N+\frac{c}{a})}.)$ $+ \frac{b}{c\sqrt{K}}$ arctan $\frac{2aN-b}{c\sqrt{K}}=C-at$
$C/$ $C_{l}$ $t=0$ $N(0)=N_{0}$
$C$. $= \ln(\frac{N_{0}^{2}}{(N_{0}^{2}-\frac{b}{a}N_{0}+\frac{c}{a})}.)$ $+. \frac{b}{c\sqrt{K}}\mathrm{a}1^{\backslash }\mathrm{C}\tan\frac{2aN_{0}-b}{\sqrt{K}}$
$e^{-t}=$
25




1 Compare R. Pearl and S. L. Parker, Proc. Nat. Ac. of. Sci,, vol. $8(1992)$
1.
$p’=\tau\not\supset p-$ \sim 7
$l\tau p^{2}$ (8)











$p_{0}$ $p$ (2) $(0, T)$ $t$ $(0, T)$
$h,$ $\epsilon$





$e^{-\epsilon \mathrm{f}}+e^{-\epsilon t}p_{0}==(_{0}J^{t}\cdot h(s)e^{=}\Leftrightarrow sds)$
$e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t}+e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t}p_{0}(_{c}1 \equiv\int_{0}^{t}h(s_{J}^{\backslash }(e^{\epsilon\theta}=)’ds)$
$e^{-\overline{\Xi}t}+e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t}p_{0}( \Leftrightarrow\equiv 1([h(s)(e^{\overline{\epsilon}s})]_{0}^{t})-=\int_{0}^{t}\hat{\mathrm{c}}\frac{dh}{ds}1(e^{\epsilon S})=ds$
$e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t}+e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t}p_{0}(_{\mathrm{c}}^{1}\equiv(h(t)(e^{\epsilon})=_{t}-h(0)))$
$\frac{p_{0}}{p}=e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t}+\frac{p_{0}\overline{h}}{\overline{\epsilon}}(1-e^{-\overline{\epsilon}t})$ (11)
(11) $.\sigma(u)$ , h( $(0, T)$
4.
1
$.c(u),$ $h(u)$ $($ : $a)_{0}$
$\epsilon$( $a$ $u$ ) $=\in(u)$ , $h(a+u)=h(u)$ , (12)
27
$E= \int_{0}^{a}\epsilon(u)du$ (13)
$(t=?\mathrm{z}a+z)_{\text{ }}(12\rangle_{\text{ }}$ (13) (9) 1
$\int_{0}^{t}h(s)e^{-\int_{s}^{t}\epsilon(u\rangle du}ds=e^{-\int_{0^{\xi \mathrm{j}}}^{t}\langle u)du}p\mathrm{o}_{0}f^{t}h(s)e^{\mathit{1}_{0}^{s}\epsilon(u)du}.ds$
$t=rxa+\hat{k}$
$\int_{0}^{t}.h(s)e^{-j^{t}u}.\mathrm{s}^{\overline{\mathrm{c}}(\cdot u)d\cdot-\int_{0}^{na+}\epsilon(u)du}ds=c^{J}fh(s)e^{\int_{0}^{S}\in(u)d\cdot ll}ds\underline{\vee}na+z0$




$=e^{-E}f^{a}h(s)e^{-f_{6}’\epsilon(\iota\iota\}du}.ds+0\neg.$ . . $+e^{-nE} \int h(s)e^{-nE}e^{-/_{\mathrm{s}}\mathcal{E}i(\iota\iota\rangle du}ds\langle n- 1)ana.\underline,.$.
$+e^{-nE} \int_{m}^{na+z}h(s.)e^{-\int_{\theta}^{\sim}\epsilon(u)d\iota\iota}ds\vee$
$\frac{p_{0}}{p(7\iota a+\hat{\dot{4}})}=p_{0}\int_{0}^{z}h(s)e^{-\mathit{1}_{\epsilon^{\overline{c}(\cdot\iota\iota)du}}^{t}}.ds+\frac{p_{0}(1-e^{-nE})}{e^{E}-1}\int_{0}^{a}h(s)e^{-f_{s}^{t_{\overline{r}(\iota\iota)d\cdot l4}}}..\cdot ds+e^{-nE-\int_{0}\overline{c}(\iota\iota)d\tau f}..\cdot$
(14)
(14) 2 $1$ ) $E<0$ $p$
















$p’=\sigma p\pi(p)-n\tau p-hp^{2}$ (18)
[ $2\underline{\rceil}_{\mathrm{o}}$ $p$
$\pi_{\backslash }/p)=\frac{\alpha p}{p+\beta}$ (19)
(19) (18)
$p’= \frac{?\tau p^{2}}{p\dashv-\beta}-7np-hp^{2},$ $(n=\sigma\alpha)$ (20)
$p$ (20) (8) $p$
$p^{f}=\tau p^{2}-??1p$
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